APPENDIX 1

JEWSH STUDIES LECTURE SERIES, 2003–2005

Public Lectures, 2003–2004

Is Life Beautiful? Laughter After Auschwitz
Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

Screening of the film They Looked Away (executive producer Paul B. Miller)
followed by a roundtable discussion 'Why Did They Look Away? The Controversies of not Bombing Auschwitz' with the participation of Professor Paul B. Miller (McDaniel College, Westminster, Maryland, USA), Professor Gabriel Gorodetsky (Carmiel Center for International Studies, Tel Aviv University, Israel), and Gábor Kásár (University of Debrecen, Hungary)

Jews and Gentiles. Historical Sociology of Their Relations
Zoltán Tarr

Can Kibbutzim Survive in Today's Israel?
Jo-Ann Mort and Gary Brenner
Givat Haviva Institute, Israel
in cooperation with the Humanities Center

Jews as Germans? Nationalism and the Jews in Austria-Hungary
Marsha Rozenblit
University of Maryland, USA
in cooperation with the Nationalism Studies Program

The Orthodox Churches in Dialogue with Judaism
Nicholas de Lange
Cambridge University, UK

The Legacy of Modern East European Jewry: Creativity, Conflict, and Catastrophe
Zvi Gitelman
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA
The Middle East after the Iraq War
Shlomo Avineri
Institute for European Studies, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
in cooperation with the Nationalism Studies Program

Scholarship, Politics, and Yiddish Culture:
The YIVO Institute in Eastern Europe, 1925–1939
Cecile E. Kuzniitz
Bard College, New York, USA

Public Lectures, 2004–2005

100 Years After Herzl: Zionism as International Nationalism
Michael Brenner
University of Munich, Germany

American Sports Culture In Comparative Perspective:
Yet Another American Exceptionalism
Andrei Markovits
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA

European Anti-Americanism: Analysis of a Pedigreed Prejudice
Andrei Markovits
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA

Switzerland, National Socialist Past, and the Legacy of History
Jacques Picard
University of Basel, Switzerland

Could Hungarian Jewry Have Survived the Holocaust?
New Answers to an Old Question
László Karsai
University of Szeged, Hungary

Antisemitism in Europe: Traditions, Structures, Manifestations
Wolfgang Benz
Zentrum für Antisemitismusforschung, Berlin, Germany

Jewish Literary Renaissance in Post-Communist Hungary
Ivan Sanders
Columbia University, New York, USA

Committees for the Settlement of Russian-Jewish Refugees – Anywhere
but Here: European Jewry and the Pogrom
John Klier
University College London, UK

Jewish Regeneration under Siege: The Challenge of German Jewry
in the 1930s
Guy Miron
Schechter Institute of Jewish Studies, Jerusalem

Prague 1744 – Lake Success 1947: Diplomacy Without A State –
A Jewish contribution to statecraft?
Shlomo Avineri
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Screening of the film Father of the Refugees
followed by a discussion with Martin Smok

Being Jewish on the Screen: Images and Memory in Contemporary Film
Frank Stern
University of Vienna